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1. National Research Coordinator's Comments (English)
________________________________________________________

 00:00:00 General comments. In the Netherlands, secondary education consists of three main
ability tracks: 1. Junior secondary or prevocational education (vmbo), preparing students
for senior secondary vocational education, and the labor market. 2. Senior general
secondary education (havo), preparing students for higher vocational education. 3. Pre-
university education (vwo), a six-year course preparing students for university and
higher vocational education. In mathematics lessons in grade eight, ability tracks are
educated by means of two different textbooks, either for vmbo (lower ability) or for
havo/vwo students (higher ability). More than 75% of math lessons rely on the textbook.

This lesson is provided to havo students.

 00:06:40 The teacher discusses some problems students completed as part of their homework.
The problems are from the textbook.

The teacher tries to attract attention to the solutions of all students, including those who
are shy about asking questions. She tries to create a very safe pedagogical climate for
each student. Within this safe climate nobody is afraid to ask (what they sometimes
think stupid) questions. For example, the teacher ensures that students listen to each
other and prevents students from laughing at each other. Such a climate ensures that
both the weak and strong students will gain confidence in their mathematics skills.

 00:12:33 The teacher tries to bring the subject matter to life by showing a video. The video shows
some applications of the topic the current problems. This is an example of realistic
mathematics, which is dominant in Dutch mathematics education.

 00:25:17 The teacher tries to let students who have difficulty with the problems think about, and
write down, their way of thinking in solving the problems. This approach is also part of
realistic mathematics. The way students solve the problems and the way they reflect on
them, are regarded as more important than their final answer to the problem.
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